PAL Program
“Prevent Another Litter”

Presented by,
Tracy Marcotullio
BACKGROUND

• 18 Years Ago Started SNIP Program
• Spaying/Neutering
  Approx. 50-75 Cats /Year
• 5 Years Ago Started SNAP
• Used To See 5 Dogs per Year,
  Now 28 Dogs per Year
• NOT Getting Ahead,
  What Else Can We Do?
NSSPCA ‘PUP’

Preventing Unwanted Pregnancy
How Do We Start?

• Convince Our Board Of Directors
  ➢ More $$ Now Means Less $$ Later
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• Convince Our Board Of Directors
  ➢ More $$ Now Means Less $$ Later
• Staff And Foster Family Buy In
• Veterinarians And Pricing
• Public
  ➢ Help With No Judgement
You’re probably more attached to them than he is.

(Show the nice people a PAL Application Form)
Get The Word Out!

» Social Media
» Word Of Mouth

» NBSPCA
» Vets
Prevent Another Litter

- Started April 2017
- First Litter Of 5 Kittens On April 25, 2017
SNIP/SNAP
77 Cats
11 Dogs

PAL
43 Female Cats
1 Female Dog
= 211 Kittens
10 Pups

2017

JOKE’S ON YOU!

DIDN’T TAKE ALL MY BALLS!
SNIP/SNAP
85 Cats
28 Dogs

PAL
42 Female Cats
2 Female Dog
= 167 Kittens
14 Pups
2019 – First 2 Months of Year

SNIP/SNAP
27 Cats
   9 Dogs

PAL
1 Female Cats
1 Female Dog
   = 5 Kittens
 11 Pups
2017
- SNIP/SNAP
- 77 Cats
- 11 Dogs
- PAL
- 43 Female Cats
- 1 Female Dog
= 211 Kittens
10 Pups

2018
- SNIP/SNAP
- 85 Cats
- 28 Dogs
- PAL
- 42 Female Cats
- 2 Female Dogs
= 167 Kittens
14 Pups

2019 (First 2 mos. Of year)
- SNIP/SNAP
- 27 Cats
- 9 Dogs
- PAL
- 1 Female Cat
- 1 Female Dog
= 5 Kittens
11 Pups
PAL - Cons

• No Prior Vet Care For Most Of The Moms/Babies
  ➢ Solution: Immediate Vaccines, Flea Treatment, Deworming For Kittens.
  ➢ Identify Any Problems With Mom On The Application
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• No Prior Vet Care For Most Of The Moms/Babies
  - Solution: Immediate Vaccines, Flea Treatment, Deworming For Kittens.
  - Identify Any Problems With Mom On The Application

• Space
  - Solution: Foster Care

• $$$
  - Solution: Adoptions/Donations
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• *Have The History On Mom*
  - Not Pretending They Are Stray
• *Monopoly*
  - Less Kittens Being Given Away For Free
• *Public Perception*
  - Positive
• *Moms Are Getting Any Extra Care And Everyone Gets Fixed*
Future Hopes

• Be Able To Help Other Areas Of NB Set Up Their Own PAL Program

• Branch Out And Help Other Areas Through Our Program

• We’re All In This Together
Thank you!

www.oromoctospca.com

orphans@oromoctospca.com